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Abstract

One of the greatest mysteries in physics today is cosmic rays and their speed close to that of

photons. This means that they are one of the fastest particles we know of today and often

have energy levels in range from 107 eV up to 1020 eV. Today, the leading theory behind

the origin of a cosmic ray’s velocity is a theory presented by Fermi. The theory depicts that

the repelling of a moving ”magnetic mirror” in interstellar space would be the cause for the

high velocity of the cosmic rays. What this study aims to do is to find out if Fermi’s theory

is theoretically even possible. The study will therefore focus on determining if it is possible

to make a charged particle bounce when it interacts with a magnetic mirror using computer

simulations and theoretical physics.



1 Introduction

The study of high energy cosmic rays is of great scientific importance. It is likely to have a

huge impact on the study of the universe. Cosmic rays originate from outer space, and the

study of these particle can therefore give us a deeper understanding of the composition of

the universe.

Cosmic rays usually consist of subatomic particles such as protons, electrons and alpha-

particles. The rays often consist of 89% hydrogen nuclei, 10% helium and 1% heavier elements

[1]. There has also been proven to be a power law describing the correlation between the

cosmic rays’ collision with Earth and its atmosphere and the rays energy levels. This power

law is N(E)dE ∝ E−2.66dE [2]. Since cosmic rays are subatomic particles they also have a

specific electric charge and are thus affected by magnetic fields. One of the traits of cosmic

rays is their unusually high speed, which is often close to the speed of light. This means that

the particles often contain an energy in the interval of 107− 1020 eV. This is to be compared

to the highest energy levels detected in modern particle accelerators: 1013 eV [2]. The only

known particle with a velocity larger than that of the cosmic rays is the photon, and so the

origin of the large velocity of cosmic rays has puzzled physicists for generations [3].

There are theories trying to explain why cosmic rays have such a large velocity. In 1949 Fermi

introduced a theory to describe how charged particles would accelerate while repeatedly being

reflected by so-called ”magnetic mirrors”. He thought that this theory could be applied to

cosmic rays and explain their incredibly high velocity. Large moving magnetized clouds would

act as such magnetic mirrors and the cosmic rays would be reflected by their magnetic field,

keeping their initial velocity and gaining the velocity from the cloud’s movement. This theory

has since played an important role in the development of astrophysics [2] [4].
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The problem with this theory is that it’s merely a theory. It has never been proven em-

pirically that these ”magnetic mirrors” are indeed the reason for the acceleration behind

the cosmic rays’ velocity [5]. What this study aims to do, however, is to perform computer

simulations to predict the movement of a charged particle within a magnetic field. Based

on Newtonian physics, the computer simulations attempts to numerically approximate the

motion of this particle. These simulations can play an important part in either confirming

or disproving Fermi’s theory of the cosmic rays’ acceleration.

2 Method

The purpose of the computer simulations was to investigate the path of movement of a

charged particle in a non-uniform magnetic field based on Newtonian physics. Using an al-

gorithm called the Euler method such a path can be approximated using relatively simple

mathematical models.

Initially an equation to describe the movement of a charged particle in a uniform mag-

netic field had to be established. To do that, assume there is a particle A with an electric

charge q, mass m and a velocity ~V1. Now assume the particle acts within a magnetic field ~B

perpendicular to ~V1. The particle will be affected by a Lorentz force according to

~F = q ∗ (~V × ~B) (1)

. This means that ~F will be perpendicular to ~V1 and ~B and will therefore be a force acting

towards the magnetic guiding centre, as depicted by figure 1 [6].

It can easily be shown that this equation will always lead to a circular orbit lying in the

plane transverse to ~B. Since ~F is always directed towards the magnetic field guiding centre
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Figure 1: A charged particle in orbit around a magnetic guiding centre.

it can be described by an equation for centripetal force, ~F = mv2

r
where r refers to the radius

of the orbit. With this equality r can be equal to

r =
m ∗ v1
B ∗ q

. (2)

If A has a component of velocity ~V2 parallel to ~B, ~F2 will equal to zero and cause no inward

force. Hence this component leads to a uniform translation of the circular trajectory with

velocity ~V2, making the path of the particle helical as depicted in figure 2. Thus we can

think of the motion of A as a result from a combination of two motions: a circular motion

around the magnetic field guiding centre and a translatory motion of the guiding centre.

According to the law of conservation of energy, the sum of the transverse kinetic energy and

the longitudinal kinetic energy will be constant. Note that the kinetic energies are scalars

and not vectors. The use of the words ”transverse” and ”longitudinal” are merely to describe

the kinetic energy from the transverse and longitudinal motions [6].
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1
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m ∗ V 2

2

2
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Figure 2: A figure of a charged particle in a helical motion around a magnetic guiding centre.

Figure 3: A non-uniform magnetic field with various magnetic field lines converging to a
guiding centre.

Now assume the magnetic field to be non-uniform, in a way shown by figure 3. This would

mean that the strength of the magnetic field varies along the central field line where the

strongest area is at M where the field lines are as most compact. Now the vectors will

have to be broken down into their coordinates to be able to proceed with the mathematical

calculations. ~B only depends on the z-axis making its initial coordinates (0, 0, B0) and ~V1

has the coordinates (Vx, Vy, Vz). A’s coordinates are (X, Y, Z). Since ~F = m ∗ ~a, where ~a is

the acceleration, a little reconfiguration in equation (1) gives the equation

~a =
q

m
∗ (~V1 × ~B). (4)
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The acceleration, however, is equal to the derivative of ~V1 whereas ~V1 is equal to the derivative

of A. Therefore it is possible to calculate the coordinates for the acceleration through the

coordinates of A given initial values for A, ~V1 and ~a. This is a crucial step in order to

approximate the path of a charged particle using computer simulations since computers can

not solve second order differential equations.

We can divide the equation (4) into two parts, namely

d~P

dt
= ~a (5)

and

d~P

dt
=

q

m
∗ (

dA

dt
× ~B) (6)

.

Since the magnetic field is non-uniform, equations for the changes of ~B’s coordinates are

needed. Through mathematical derivations such equations can be acquired from using the

coordinates of A.

Bx = −1

2
∗ ξ ∗X
X2 + Y 2

(7)

By = −1

2
∗ ξ ∗ Y
X2 + Y 2

(8)

Bz = −ξ ∗ Z +B0 (9)
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ξ is a constant that describes how the magnetic field lines converge.

With equations (5), (6), (7), (8) and (9) it’s possible to use the Euler method to approximate

the charged particle’s, trajectory in a non-uniform magnetic field. The algorithm is useful for

approximating ordinary differential equations when the initial values of the parameters are

known. With these initial values, since part of the method includes calculating differential

equations, the derivative and slope to a tangent in that inital point can be calculated. With

a defined stepsize, h, the Euler method approximates curves using the step in the direction

as the tangent. Since there is now new coordinates for the parameters, a new derivative can

be calculated and the process iterates itself for as long as is needed. It should be noted that

the longer the process goes on the larger the error rate will be, but can be compensated with

a smaller h [7].

3 Results

In the simulations various velocities and strengths on the magnetic fields were tested to see if

and how particles would bounce. The data showed that a combination of a strong magnetic

field and a small initial velocity gave plots of a particle going in one direction and then

suddenly changed to the opposite direction when it reached a certain point. In this plot the

stepsize was chosen to be h = 0.002 and q/m = 1 since these constants won’t affect the

result of a theoretical bounce. This can be compared to another plot where only the shape

of the magnetic field is interesting. Therefore the simulation let ~Bz depend only on Z, and

a value c which can be translated into the size of the magnetic field.
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Figure 4: A plot showing the trajectory of a charged particle with a small velocity within a
strong magnetic field.

Figure 5: A plot showing the shape of a non-uniform magnetic field.
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4 Discussion

The path of the particle was an expected trajectory. Mathematically, you can quite easily

draw a conclusion that the particle would bounce if it had a low velocity and a strong

magnetic field using the following reasoning: since the orbital radius depends inversely on

the strength of the magnetic field, as shown in (2), the radius will become smaller as ~B gets

stronger. The transverse velocity ~V1 will then increase as the radius becomes smaller. As E

has to be constant, the longitudinal kinetic energy would have to decrease. If the magnetic

field gets too strong and A has a small kinetic energy E the particle is going to be reflected

by the magnetic field since the particle does not have sufficient enough energy to be able to

pass through the critical point M as shown in figure 3. This does, however, mean that Fermi’s

theory of acceleration has a solid ground of confirmation in the theoretical aspect. What this

study has shown is that not only can these magnetic mirrors be visualized by plots, as shown

in figure 5 but the actual path of the charged particle can be projected and approximated.

This method can therefore be applied and developed in the future to approximate a more

exact path and give us a deeper understanding of the reason behind the extreme velocities

of the cosmic rays.

One of the main problems with this study is that it has only used the Euler method to

approximate the curves. The Euler method is notorious for being quite inexact, especially if

the calculations continue for large numbers of iterations. Since this study only used a small

numbers of iterations meaning that the error will not be so large. One of the main focus of

future researches should consequently develop more exact simulations of the type this study

has performed, preferably using the Runge-Kutta method.

Future research should also introduce new scenarios such as moving magnetic mirrors placed

randomly in a three-dimensional space with several charged particles in the simulation. This
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could lead to confirming that Fermi’s theory can explain the power law relation between

particles and their energy levels mentioned earlier in this article.
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A Appendix

class problem():

def __init__(self):

Configuration values for the actual differential equation

self.particle_charge = 1

self.particle_mass = 1

def v_prim(self, direction, vector_v, vector_b):

if(direction == ’x’):

return (self.particle_charge/self.particle_mass)*(vector_v[’y’]*vector_b[’z’] - vector_v[’z’]*vector_b[’y’])

if(direction == ’y’):

print "acceleration in y", (vector_v[’x’]*vector_b[’z’] + vector_v[’z’]*vector_b[’x’])

return (self.particle_charge/self.particle_mass)*(vector_v[’z’]*vector_b[’x’] - vector_v[’x’]*vector_b[’z’])

if(direction == ’z’):

print "acceleration in z", self.particle_charge/self.particle_mass*(vector_v[’x’]*vector_b[’y’] + vector_v[’y’]*vector_b[’x’])

print "accel_part1", vector_v[’x’]*vector_b[’y’]

print "accel_part2", vector_b[’x’]

return (self.particle_charge/self.particle_mass)*(vector_v[’x’]*vector_b[’y’] - vector_v[’y’]*vector_b[’x’])

def particle_pos(self, current_pos, v_prim, step_size):

print "old", current_pos

print v_prim

for component in current_pos:

current_pos[component] = current_pos[component] + (v_prim[component] * step_size)
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print "updated", current_pos

return current_pos

class solver():

def __init__(self, step_size, target_x, problem):

Be nice and put the vectors right in here:

self.vector_pos = {’x’ : 1, ’y’ : -1, ’z’ : 0.001}

self.vector_v = {’x’ : (1-(0.5*0.5)), ’y’ : (1-(0.5*0.5)), ’z’ : 0.2}

self.vector_v_next = {’x’ : None, ’y’ : None, ’z’ : None}

self.vector_b = {’x’ : 0, ’y’ : 0, ’z’ : 15}

#Config stuffs

self.step_size = step_size

self.target_x = target_x

self.handles = {}

self.handles_read = {}

self.problem = problem

self.debug = False

def load_handle_write(self,file_name):

if not file_name in self.handles:

if(os.path.exists(file_name)):

os.remove(file_name)

#Open file/files for saving
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self.handles[file_name] = open(file_name, ’wb’)

return self.handles[file_name]

def load_handle_read(self,file_name):

if not file_name in self.handles_read:

#Open file/files for saving

self.handles_read[file_name] = open(file_name, ’rb’)

return self.handles_read[file_name]

def load(self, file_name, debug):

if(debug and self.debug):

print "Loading values from:", file_name

values = self.load_handle_read(file_name + ’.txt’).readlines()

self.load_handle_read(file_name + ’.txt’).seek(0)

for i, value in enumerate(values):

#print float(value.rstrip(’\n’))

values[i] = float(value.rstrip(’\n’))

return values

def save(self, file_name, value, debug):

if(debug and self.debug):

print "Saving to file [\"" + debug + "\"]:", value

self.load_handle_write(file_name + ’.txt’).write(str(value) + "\n")

def euler(self):
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#No of steps to take!

no_of_steps = int(self.target_x/self.step_size + 2) # +1 for range, +1 for getting the division right :)

print "\nRunning " + str(no_of_steps) + " no. of steps!"

# Set m

m = 15

c_value = 9

for i in range(no_of_steps):

if i < 1:

#First step doesn’t need to be calculated

pass

if i > 0:

# Update magnetic field lines to create "convergence" effect. This should eventually let the particle "flip" direction as well.

self.vector_b[’z’] = -((self.vector_pos[’z’] - c_value)*(self.vector_pos[’z’] - c_value)) + c_value*c_value

if self.vector_b[’z’]<0:

self.vector_b[’z’] = 0

self.vector_b[’x’] = 0

self.vector_b[’y’] = 0

else:
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self.vector_b[’x’] = -(0.5) * (m * self.vector_pos[’x’])*(((self.vector_pos[’z’] - c_value)*(self.vector_pos[’z’] - c_value))/(c_value*c_value))/(self.vector_pos[’x’]*self.vector_pos[’x’] + self.vector_pos[’y’]*self.vector_pos[’y’])

self.vector_b[’y’] = -(0.5) * (m * self.vector_pos[’y’])*(((self.vector_pos[’z’] - c_value)*(self.vector_pos[’z’] - c_value))/(c_value*c_value))/(self.vector_pos[’x’]*self.vector_pos[’x’] + self.vector_pos[’y’]*self.vector_pos[’y’])

# For each component in the speed, update it using acceleration! :)

for component in self.vector_v:

# Calculate v value from it’s derivative with good old euler :)

acceleration = self.problem.v_prim(component, self.vector_v, self.vector_b) * self.step_size

self.vector_v_next[component] = self.vector_v[component] + acceleration

# Update particle position based on velocity and previous position.

self.vector_pos = self.problem.particle_pos(self.vector_pos, self.vector_v, self.step_size)

# Save all known data for future plotting, this could be rewritten with a "listener"/"server" system to minimize time

# spent writing data to disk.

self.save(’part_speed_x’, self.vector_v[’x’], ’speed_x’)

self.save(’part_speed_y’, self.vector_v[’y’], ’speed_y’)

self.save(’part_speed_z’, self.vector_v[’z’], ’speed_z’)

self.save(’part_pos_x’, self.vector_pos[’x’], ’pos_x’)

self.save(’part_pos_y’, self.vector_pos[’y’], ’pos_y’)

self.save(’part_pos_z’, self.vector_pos[’z’], ’pos_z’)

self.save(’time’, i, ’time’)

self.save(’magnetic_vector_bz’, self.vector_b[’z’], ’magnetic_z’)

self.save(’magnetic_vector_bx’, self.vector_b[’x’], ’magnetic_x’)
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self.save(’magnetic_vector_by’, self.vector_b[’y’], ’magnetic_y’)

# Update old speed to new speed.

self.vector_v = self.vector_v_next

for i, handle in self.handles.items():

handle.close()

def plot_show(self):

#Let’s show the graph as well

plt.show()

def plot_3d(*args):

#Initialize a new graph

figure = plt.figure()

figure_3d = Axes3D(figure)

#Need at least x and y values to begin!

if(len(args) < 4):

print "Error - please provide at least three variables to plot!"

sys.exit()

#Manually define self since we are running with a variable no of variables!

self = args[0]

#x_val = self.load(args[1], True)

for i, arg in enumerate(args):
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if i > 0:

if (i-1) % 3 == 0:

valuex = self.load(args[i], True)

valuey = self.load(args[i+1], True)

valuez = self.load(args[i+2], True)

#Debug info

#if(self.debug):

# for i, x in enumerate(x_val):

# print "Plotting: ", x_val[i], values[i]

#Plot each value-set

figure_3d.plot(valuex, valuey, valuez)

def plot(*args):

#Initialize a new graph

plt.figure()

#Need at least x and y values to begin!

if(len(args) < 3):

print "Error - please provide at least two variables to plot!"

sys.exit()

#Manually define self since we are running with a variable no of variables!

self = args[0]

x_val = self.load(args[1], True)
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for i, arg in enumerate(args):

if i > 1:

values = self.load(arg, True)

#Debug info

if(self.debug):

for i, x in enumerate(x_val):

print "Plotting: ", x_val[i], values[i]

#Plot each value-set

plt.plot(x_val, values, ’.-’)

def custom_vars(*args):

self = args[0]

if(len(args) < 4):

sys.exit(’Error’)

# We are given variable names, load them from the files

pass_args = []

for arg in args[3:]:

pass_args.append(self.load(arg, True))

for var_no, var in enumerate(self.load(args[3], True)):
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# We only want to give one value per "variable" on in each iteration

temp_pass_args = []

for arg_no, arg in enumerate(pass_args):

temp_pass_args.append(pass_args[arg_no][var_no])

# Run the custom function

self.save(args[1], args[2](*temp_pass_args), ’Adding custom value’)

for i, handle in self.handles.items():

handle.close()

#Solve this using two euler approximations at the same time. Predict first derivative then second using the first.

#Initial values - x = 0, x’ = 1, x’’ = 1

# Usage of custom functions:

# 1) Define custom function with variables you want from previous data

# 2) Run custom_vars(), with arg1 -> name of variable you want to save it to, arg2 -> name of custom function,

# arg3 -> the "x" value you want to iterate with, can be any value, arg(3+n) -> any other variables you

# want to use in your custom function

#Config

step_size = 0.001 #Accuracy - "stepsize" - adjust for more/less precise plots, experiment to trade-off time/cpu-hours #X value on which to stop

#Run it
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problem = problem() #Define our problem

#Run it for several stepsizes

print "\nDoing stepsize:", float(0.2)

solver_instance = solver(step_size, 20, problem) #Config our solver

solver_instance.euler()

solver_instance.plot(’time’, ’part_speed_z’, ’magnetic_vector_by’, ’magnetic_vector_bx’) #Plot the speed versus the z pos

solver_instance.plot(’part_pos_z’, ’magnetic_vector_bz’)

solver_instance.plot_3d(’part_pos_x’, ’part_pos_y’, ’part_pos_z’) #Plot our beloved points in the 3d graph

#Close all open handles after we’ve shown the graphs!

try:

solver_instance.plot_show()

except:

print "Quitting!"

for i, handle in solver_instance.handles.items():

handle.close()

for i, handle in solver_instance.handles_read.items():

handle.close()
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